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Outline
1. Which countries were chosen
 Developed vs developing

2. Brief summary of what has happened
3. What lessons come out of these

For later discussion: 
how can we incorporate these lessons for SA



United Kingdom – country level



Transition Drivers

o Decline in profitability
o 1990 onwards: cheaper coal imports, ‘dash for gas’
o 2010 onwards: decarbonisation policies, RE, power 

station closures due to EU non-compliance
o 2016 – carbon tax
o In 2018 Gov announced coal phase out 2025 



Transition features

o Mostly moved away from coal
o Not really organised, no explicit political decision 
o Miners strike ‘84/85
o 1995 onwards coal industry mostly private



Justice elements

o Not a strategy – collection of measures
o Workers: 
 Redundancy payments, early pension access
 Advice careers and training, minority were funded for 

training courses, often short duration 
 Jobs in regeneration of mining areas



Justice elements

o Communities: 
 Funding for colliery sire reclamation and 

infrastructure investment in former mining areas
 Coalfields Regeneration Trust

o Consumers
 Solar panel subsidy



Lessons

o Mature economy can transition away from coal 
o Market structure directs change: ‘dash for gas’, carbon 

tax
o While jobs were created to counter losses, they were 

often less well paid.
o Rebuilding mining communities takes a long time. 
 UK probably has longest attempt at this and it is not 

finished.



Spain – country level
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Transition Drivers

o Closure of non-competitive mines
o High costs and subsidies for coal 
o National coal more inefficient than imported coal.
o Successive Gov policies 
o EU regulations
o Over-capacity in electricity generation



Transition features

o Last two decades: Gov plans to phase out coal.
o 1998-2005 plan – reduce production and employment
 Exceeded targets  

o 2006-2012 – continuation of reduction plan.
o 2013-2018 – close units that are non-competitive 

without receiving support.

o Problem: alternative industry not created. 



Justice elements

o Workers: 
 Compensation for voluntary termination of job
 Support early retirement
 Worker placement
 Training support - weak

 2018 - The €250 million Plan del Carbón replaces 
subsidies to the coal industry with a sustainable 
development plan. Supported by unions







Justice elements

o Communities: 
 Funding for infrastructure and business projects
 Restoration of degraded areas

o Consumers: 
 None



Lessons

o Issues with how money was allocated:
 “There aren’t opportunities here. Firms able to create 

employment have not been set up, but we have the best 
sidewalks and streetlights”



Lessons

o Highlights the need for creating alternative industries

o Converting coal subsidies to JT financing



Netherlands – regional example

Limberg
o 1965-1990 
o Changed from coal mining region to one with high value 

add sectors (health services, chemical processing, 
logistics, financial admin), but took 25 years

o But in Netherlands as a whole coal use came back from 
1974 onwards, but was imported…



1960: 70% of the population of the Limburg 
mining region was directly or indirectly 
dependent on the mines.



Transition Drivers

o Discovery of Europe’s largest gas field 1960
o Cheap oil
o Oversupply of steel and coal
o Increased costs of coal mining

 Government decision in 1965 to end coal mining, but 
almost all the mines were in Limburg



Transition features - Limburg

o No significant labour protests – appeared that writing 
was on the wall and parties worked together
 In fact, labour stood to benefit from an earlier exit 

while the company still had money
 Over 10 years to 1975, 50 000 miners left mining

o Dutch State Mines were an active player 
 Financial stable at the time and diversified. 
 Reputation was important, so there was a generous 

program to address psychological aspects



Justice elements

o Workers: 
 No formal redundancies (1965-74)

But by 1978 the region 
had unemployment of 
13% and national average 
was 6% 



Justice elements

o Communities: 
 Structural change programmes local authorities
 Infrastructure projects: particularly roads
 Establishment of a university 

o Consumers: 
 Gas subsidies



Lessons

o Acceptance of the need to transition
o RE-invention: DSM became a chemical company
o Reliance upon the central government might have been 

taken too far – delays and a hurdle for policies geared to 
local conditions

o Limberg: some estimates of 14-30% of reconversion 
subsidies lost in bribes/extortion. 

o Some success short lived – workforce 



Germany – regional example

Ruhr
o 1957 – 2018
o Densely populated area - >5 million
o Converted from coal to mostly knowledge based 

economy  



By TUBS - Own work, based on:, CC BY-SA 3.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6205902

By Avda - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=24838162

A number of mines have become heritage sites and 
museums, e.g. Zollverein



Transition Drivers

o Market forces: imported coal and oil became more 
competitive than local coal, but subsidies keep local coal 
until 1990

o EU policies
 Emissions Trading System and RE directive



Transition features – Ruhr

o Long phase out, finance mainly from national budget
o Strong identity and pride with mining, coupled with 

union opposition/protests
o Strong resistance from coal and steel sector
o Between 1965 and 2014, 
 22 universities/colleges were built 

o Soft factors (culture, leisure, heath) neglected for a long 
time, eventually addressed, E.g. ‘Action Program Ruhr’

o 2018 – establishment of coal commission to plan phase 
out of remaining power stations. Union involvement.



Justice elements

o Workers: 
 At the start, coal jobs could be replaced by metal ones
 Early retirement
 Redistribution of shifts to avoid lay offs
 More recently there are options in RE sector as 

Germany has promoted that
 However, Ruhr still has higher unemployment than 

national average (9.5% vs 5.2%, Aug 2018) but mine-
related unemployment only at 3%



Lessons

o Mistake: finances spent propping up existing industries 
instead of new sectors

o Shift decision making to local level to reduce resistance
o Importance of location specifics – contrast to Lusatian 

(rural)
o Cities within region need to co-ordinate restructuring to 

avoid duplication
o Importance of soft factors



Australia – regional and facility example

Latrobe Valley
o Was home to the largest and most 

polluting power station in country –
Hazelwood.
 Sudden closure 

o Creation of Latrobe Valley Authority 
(LVA)
 Could be a model for JT activities



Australia 
in 
general:

World's largest 
coal exporter.

Influential coal 
lobby



Hazelwood

o Largest by capacity 1500MW
o Brown coal – lignite, 
o Operated for 50 years
o Privatized in 1996 
 (8000 job losses)

o Announced closure Nov 2016
o transformational policy (low carbon investment) plus 

lower energy prices and oversupply within Victoria
o Only 5 months notice



Response

o Federal Government: $43 million
o Infrastructure, job creation, diversifying regiona

economy, some re-training funds. 

o Victorian Government: $266 million total
o Largest in Victorian history
o LVA, business investment and job creation in wider 

area.



LVA

o Created by locals but supported by government and can 
do what they want to make things better

o Fundamentals
i. Build on community strengths and capability
ii. Lead collaboration and innovation
iii. Draw on and use the best ideas for what works
iv. Support opportunity for all



Lessons

o How to move private mines towards best practice
 Market pressure for JT 
 Correct incentives 

o Regulation around JT in private setting

o LVA – local knowledge of what is needed
o Throwing money at the problem after the fact is better 

than nothing, but proper planning is first prize.



Overall lessons

1. Should plan early, most examples are reactive
2. Main drivers have been economic and pollution
3. Advanced transitions are in developed countries with fairly 

strong economies 
4. Gas has played a significant role in several countries
5. Climate change policies can be effective, but have only come 

into play very recently 
6. Importance of alliances: e.g, Powering Past Coal Alliance



7. There have been justice elements but lots of room for 
improvement. 

8. Jobs strategies outcomes sometimes short lived
9. Worker transfer and on-the-job training given priority over 

just re-training
 Importance of re-training PLUS placement, holistic

10.State or company transition funds 
11. Not implementing a JET will be more costly
12.Geography/location specific solutions
13.Importance of infrastructure & soft factors – improve 

attractiveness for investment



SA JET policies, activities, initiatives



Just Energy Transition in South Africa 

Climate dimension: South Africa needs to commit to an ambition level 
of reduction in GHG emissions that is in line with the trajectory limiting 
global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius and act accordingly

Socio-economic dimension: development of actions that lead to the 
empowerment and compensation of the workforce, decent jobs for all, 
access to affordable energy and ownership and positive impacts on 
equality

Political dimension: need for an enabling political framework and a 
plan to manage the transition process in a transparent, participatory 
and effective way



Climate change legislation, policy and plans
• The National Climate Change Response 

White Paper presents the South African 
Government’s vision for an effective 
climate change response and the long-
term, just transition to a climate-resilient 
and lower-carbon economy and society. 

• The Climate Change bill underlines the 
need for a just transition to a climate 
resilient, equitable and internationally 
competitive lower carbon economy and 
society



Climate change legislation, policy and plans

• “Just transition” is mentioned in 
National Determined Contribution 
to show how it is to be a fair and 
ambitious contribution 

• The Low Emission Development 
Strategy aims to provide a high-
level plan on how South Africa 
would transition to a lower carbon 
development economy in a “just 
transition” manner.



Just Transition planning and implementation
• According to DEA the National Employment 

Vulnerability Assessment (NEVA) and Sector 
Jobs Resilience Plans (SJRPs) will be the key 
policy instruments to manage the transition to 
a low-carbon economy

• The National Planning Commission (NPC) is 
leading work on possible pathways to achieve 
the just transition. As part of this work, the 
NPC facilitated discussions nationally about the 
end-state (vision) and ways to achieve it. Final 
summit tbc



Just Transition planning and implementation

• One of the outcomes of the Presidential Jobs Summit 
in October 2018 was a framework agreement stating 
the following:
• Just Transition is urgently needed

• A statutory body to be established under the Presidency in 
the form of a Presidential Climate Change Coordinating 
Commission (PCCCC) to coordinate and oversee the Just 
Transition, including how to maximise the opportunities for 
jobs, including the quantity and quality of jobs. This body 
could be accommodated in the recently released Climate 
Change Bill.



Other events and initiatives

• Energy Research Centre, Trade and Industrial Policy Strategies, and 
the Stockholm Environment Institute undertook study and hosted 
a workshop in September 2018, titled “The end of coal? The risks 
and opportunities facing South Africa’s energy economy”

• The Alternative Information and Development Centre (AIDC), Trade 
Unions for Energy Democracy (TUED) and the Transnational 
Institute (TNI), NUMSA and NUM as well as other union formations 
are developing a road map to establish a new public electricity 
system needed for a JT



Other events and initiatives
• Energy Governance South Africa (EGSA) is a network of 

civil society organisations dedicated to promoting 
transparent, inclusive and accountable decision-making 
in the energy sector. 

• Just Transition Roundtable Initiative aimed to bring 
together different stakeholders to discuss the need for 
a JET

• The One Million Climate Jobs Campaign is an alliance of 
labour, social movements and other civil society 
organisations that recognise the value of a collective 
approach to the crises of unemployment and climate 
change 



Other events and initiatives
• Life After Coal/Impilo Ngaphandle Kwamalahle is a joint campaign 

which aims to discourage the development of new coal-fired power 
stations and mines, reduce emissions form existing coal infrastructure 
and encourage coal phase-out and enable a just transition to sustainable 
energy systems for the people 

• Campaign for a Just Energy Future promotes clean, affordable, reliable, 
safe energy access for all South Africans. 



Learnings from local processes

• Need for agreement on an institutional home for the JET (JT)

• Need for a common vision/definition/end state for South Africa

• Need for a plan/pathways to get to the end state of the JET (JT)

• Make use of Social and Labour Plans (SLPs) 

• Undertake pilot projects in effected areas such as Mpumalanga 

• Analysis of the risks and vulnerabilities, especially workers of the coal 
sector, and local communities that depend on the coal industry. 

• Need for consensus on the future of coal, energy ownership and the 
future of Eskom

• Need for political will and finance to implement JET (JT)



Thank you


